Installations Technician
$30,000 to $55,000
Company Name : jpw systems inc
Job Title: Installations Technician
Placement Type : Full Time
Location : London and surrounding areas
Salary: dependent upon experience
Role Description: jpw systems inc is looking
for experienced Security Alarm Technicians, or
experienced Low Voltage Technicians who are
willing to learn/ work in a new field. We are
looking for individuals who are eager to be a
part of our growing team and provide quality
work and exceptional service for our
customers.
We offer full time employment, competitive or
better salary, wellness benefit for your family,
clothing and boot allowance, profit sharing,
group RSP matching, flexible hours, a van,
smart phone, power tools and credit card for
gas and other product purchases. Our work is
complex and requires solutions which are
developed as a team.
Responsibilities:








Perform installations for access
control, intrusion alarms and other
security related systems.
Strong computer skills with ability to
install and program software as
needed.
Work safely and responsibly to avoid
injuries, damage to property, loss of
unused material and clean up
installation debris.
Read and interpret blueprints,
diagrams, submittals, specifications,
software/systems, programs,
schematics and operation/product
manuals.
Maintain communications with
customers and service dispatchers to
resolve customer issues.






Daily communications with Manager
on delays, requirements, and general
status of jobs.
Ability to solve practical problems and
carry out responsibilities without
supervision.
Perform some self-training to complete
quality installations.
Complete necessary paperwork in an
accurate and legible manner.

Qualifications:








Able to get a Police Clearance
1-2 years prior systems experience
1-2 years alarm tech/ field experience
asset
Valid driver’s license in good standing
Action oriented and driven individual
Must possess strong communication
and time management skills
Own hand tools

General Requirements










Perform basic vehicle maintenance
and keep work truck clean and
organized
Manage inventory and tools for each
job to assure proper parts and tools
are on hand.
Must be able to lift a minimum of 50lbs.
Must be able to climb ladders and
tolerate heights reaching a minimum of
12 feet.
Constant (5-8hrs/shift) standing,
walking, handling objects, and
eye/hand/foot coordination
Frequently (2-5hrs/shift) reaching,
carrying and grasping objects,
repetitive motions
Occasionally (up to 2hrs/shift)
stooping, lifting, pushing, pulling,
climbing, balancing, crawling,
exposure to weather, heavy to very
heavy physical work/duty
40 hours per week, every other Friday
off

Required education:


High school or equivalent

Required experience:







Installations: 3 years
Access Control/ Camera Systems: 1
year
Alarm/ Security Systems: 2 years
Technical Support: 1 year
Engineering: 1 year
Mechanical Skills: 3 years

Required license or certification:


Full Drivers’ License

Email resume to: jeffj@jpwsystems.ca

About jpw systems inc
jpw systems has been in business since 2000
and is a recognized leader in the integration of
egress and access control for hospitals,
manufacturing, education facilities and other
industries. The firm is comprised of highly
experienced staff with years of experience in
consulting and business development. jpw
systems inc is a dynamic organization that is
particularly well suited for individuals looking
for an entrepreneurial culture where they will
have the opportunity to work closely with
senior members of the firm and provide
valuable input.
ly Now

